A heteroaryldihydropyrimidine activates and can misdirect hepatitis B virus capsid assembly
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Heteroaryldihydropyrimidines (HAPs) are a new class of antivirals inhibiting production of hepatitis B virus (HBV) virions in tissue culture. Here, we examine the effect of a representative HAP molecule, methyl 4-(2-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)-6-methyl-2-(pyridin-2-yl)-1,4-dihydropyrimidine-5-carboxylate (HAP-1), on the molecule, methyl 4-(2-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)-6-methyl-2-(pyridin-2-yl)-1,4-dihydropyrimidine-5-carboxylate (HAP-1), on the in vitro assembly of HBV capsid protein (Cp). HAP-1 enhances the rate and extent of Cp assembly over a broad concentration range. Aberrant particles, dominated by hexagonal arrays of Cp, were observed from assembly reactions with high HAP-1 concentrations. HAP-1 also led to dissociation of metastable HBV capsids, overcoming a kinetic barrier to dissociation by scavenging Cp and redirecting its assembly into hexamer-rich structures. Thus, HAP drugs act as allosteric effectors that induce an assembly-active state and, at high concentration, preferentially stabilize noncapsid polymers of Cp. HAP compounds may have multiple effects stemming from inappropriate assembly of Cp. These results show that activating and deregulating virus assembly may be a powerful general approach for antiviral therapeutics.
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More than 350 million people worldwide are chronically infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV) (1). Approved treatments for chronic HBV are IFN-α and the polymerase inhibitors lamivudine and adefovir (2–4). IFN therapy has limited efficacy (5). Resistant viruses arise during treatment with polymerase inhibitors (6, 7), with rates for lamivudine resistance approaching 50% (2, 8). Clearly, there is a great need to diversify the therapeutic and prophylactic arsenal for HBV.

HBV persistence and transmission require HBV replication, which depends on the assembly of a core particle composed of capsid protein (Cp), polymerase, and pregenomic RNA. Reverse transcription to produce infectious DNA-containing particles occurs solely within the core residing in the cytoplasm (9, 10). Thus, core assembly is likely to be a high value target for therapeutics (11).

The capsid, the protein shell of the core, is built of 120 Cp dimers arranged with $T = 4$ symmetry (12, 13). The dimer interfaces are evident as spikes (14–16) that are the major epitope of the capsid (17). Cp in low ionic strength solution is dimeric (18). We have studied ionic strength-dependent capsid assembly extensively in vitro by using the Cp assembly domain (Cp149) (residues 1–149) lacking the 34-residue C-terminal RNA-binding domain (19–21). Assembly is nucleated by a trimer of Cp dimers and proceeds without accumulating observable populations of intermediates (22). Interactions between dimers are weak but sum to give a globally stable capsid (23). These capsids persist, even under conditions where they are not thermodynamically favored, because of hysteresis to dissociation (24). Some Cp mutations lead to faster assembly and greater stability (25), indicating that wild-type Cp is suboptimal for assembly and suggesting that assembly is regulated in vivo, possibly by conformational change. In support of this assertion, we found that Zn$^{2+}$ alters the conformation of Cp dimers and enhances the rate of assembly, suggesting that capsid assembly is allosterically regulated (26).

Recently, it was discovered that heteroaryldihydropyrimidines (HAPs) (Fig. 1) affect the accumulation of HBV capsids (27, 28). HAP drugs decreased the yield of assembled core and HBV genomes from cells that constitutively produce HBV. Electron microscopy showed that Cp assembled in vitro in the presence of HAP drugs led to polymers that had abnormal morphology (29). Similarly, small molecules such as bis ANS {5,5-bis[8-(phenylamino)-1-naphthalenesulfonyl]l} alter Cp assembly in vitro (30). Recent reports suggest that other small molecules also inhibit normal HBV capsid assembly (31–33).

Here, we describe the mechanism of a representative HAP compound, HAP-1 [methyl 4-(2-chloro-4-fluorophenyl)-6-methyl-2-(pyridin-2-yl)-1,4-dihydropyrimidine-5-carboxylate] (Fig. 1). In vitro, low concentrations of HAP-1 enhance both the rate and extent of assembly by favoring an assembly-active state; thus, HAP-1 acts like an allosteric effector. At higher concentrations, HAP-1 led to aberrant noncapsid polymers in vitro, even at the expense of preexisting capsids. We propose that both of these effects on assembly contribute to reducing HBV virion production.

**Materials and Methods**

**Synthesis of HAP-1.** Preparation of racemic HAP-1 (Fig. 1) was adapted from the patent literature (27, 28, 34). Condensation of a pyridylamide with a substituted α-carboxymethyl enone gave a 30% yield of >97% pure HAP-1 after chromatographic purification. HAP-1 was characterized by $^1$H, $^13$C, and $^19$F NMR and mass spectrometry (see the supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site). HAP-1 was quantitated by absorbance at either 280 nm ($e = 3,800$ M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$) or 332 nm ($e = 3,000$ M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$) in aqueous solution.

**Protein Expression and Purification.** Truncated HBV Cp (Cp149) was expressed and purified from *Escherichia coli* as Cp149 dimers, as described in refs. 21 and 30.
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Light Scattering (LS). Assembly was monitored in real time by 90° LS as described in ref. 35, except that LS was measured at 400 nm, where HAP-1 absorbance was negligible. Assembly was initiated by mixing 2× Cp149 in 50 mM Hapes (pH 7.5) with 50 mM NaCl solutions were pre-equilibrated to 37°C, and assembly reactions were carried out at 37°C by using a jacketed cuvette holder.

Size-Exclusion Chromatography (SEC). Assembly reactions were examined by SEC on a Superose 6 10/30 column mounted on a HPLC system equipped with an auto injection module (Shimadzu). The column was equilibrated with 50 mM Hapes, pH 7.5/50 mM NaCl. For time-course experiments, assembly was initiated robotically and allowed to proceed for the indicated time before automatic loading. Recovered protein was assigned either to the void (6.5–7.0 ml), capsid (7.0–8.3 ml), dimer (15–16.5 ml), or intermediate (8.3–15 ml) elution. Without drug, ~5% of the capsid is in the intermediate elution fraction, probably due to interaction with the column matrix (23). For capsid-binding studies, capsids were purified from assembly reactions (42 capsid-binding studies, capsids were purified from assembly probably due to interaction with the column matrix (23). For capsid-binding studies, capsids were purified from assembly reactions (42 capsid-binding studies, capsids were purified from assembly probably due to interaction with the column matrix (23).

EM and Image Analysis. Assembly reactions were prepared for EM as described in ref. 30. Samples were visualized on an H-7600 transmission electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo), and images were collected by using an AMT 2K charge-coupled device camera (Advanced Microscopy Techniques, Danvers, MA). Fourier transforms of regions from selected micrographs were performed by using IMAGEJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij).

Molecular Modeling. Coordinates for HBV dimers were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID code 1QGT) (16). After placement in space groups P6 and P3, analogous to plane groups p6 and p3, structures were minimized by using CNS (36). To optimize the fit of the dimer in the unit cell, the a = b unit cell lengths were systematically screened in 5 Å steps; e was set to 100 Å to eliminate interactions between layers. Minimization used 50 cycles of rigid body refinement, each with 30 steps, followed by 1,000 steps of 0.005-ps constant-temperature Cartesian molecular dynamics using a dielectric constant of 80. Optimum unit cell dimensions were a = b = 90 Å for p6 and a = b = 95 Å for p3. Figures were prepared by using MOLSCRIPT (37) and rendered with RASTER3D (38).

Results

HAP-1 Induces Assembly. HBV Cp assembly was observed by LS and SEC using Cp149 (22). LS is proportional to the average molecular weight of solute. Without HAP-1, LS of assembly is not seen in the absence of HAP-1 (Figs. 2A and 3). At progressively higher [HAP-1], the first major peak broadened and eluted progressively earlier, in the void volume. Thus, the average size of Cp assembly products became larger than capsid with increasing [HAP-1] (Fig. 3). At higher [HAP-1], more free dimer was consumed, indicating a greater extent of assembly. Based on intrinsic protein fluorescence and circular dichroism, HAP-1 did not detectably change the structure of Cp: The α-helix-dominated CD spectrum and extremely blue-shifted fluorescence spectrum (24) remained unchanged (data not shown). Even at high [HAP-1], assembly products were recognized by a capsid-specific antibody, indicating that the material was not merely an aggregate of denatured protein. A reduction assembly kinetics, even in the absence of aberrant structures. At high [HAP-1], more intermediates and their larger size are both likely to contribute to the greater increase in LS.

At equilibrium, low concentrations of HAP-1 did not significantly alter the extent of assembly at 37°C with 150 mM NaCl (Fig. 3). At progressively higher [HAP-1], the first major peak broadened and eluted progressively earlier, in the void volume. Thus, the average size of Cp assembly products became larger than capsid with increasing [HAP-1] (Fig. 3). At higher [HAP-1], more free dimer was consumed, indicating a greater extent of assembly. Based on intrinsic protein fluorescence and circular dichroism, HAP-1 did not detectably change the structure of Cp: The α-helix-dominated CD spectrum and extremely blue-shifted fluorescence spectrum (24) remained unchanged (data not shown). Even at high [HAP-1], assembly products were recognized by a capsid-specific antibody, indicating that the material was not merely an aggregate of denatured protein. A reduction
in the intensity of ELISA signal may indicate subtle differences in epitope conformation or antibody exclusion (see the supporting information).

Previous studies have shown that capsids assembled in vitro from Cp149 are indistinguishable from cores prepared from whole virus (12, 39). Low [HAP-1] did not detectably alter capsid morphology by EM. At higher [HAP-1], an increasing fraction of products was large and pleiomorphic (Fig. 3 and ref. 29). Thus, EM and SEC results are consistent.

**HAP-1 Induces Dissociation of Capsids and Assembly of Dimers.** Because high [HAP-1] led to decreased dimer and increased aberrant assembly (Fig. 3), HAP-1 must stabilize these products relative to free dimer. This working hypothesis led to two mutually exclusive predictions: (i) if HAP-1 preferentially bound capsids, it would stabilize preexisting capsids or (ii) if HAP-1 preferentially bound dimer, it would destabilize preexisting capsids and induce misdirected assembly.

To test whether the changes in assembly were due to interaction of HAP-1 with capsid (27) or dimer (29), we examined the effect of the drug on capsid. HAP-1 was mixed with purified capsids under capsid-stabilizing conditions (500 mM NaCl at 21°C), metastable conditions (150 mM NaCl at 21°C), and capsid-destabilizing conditions (150 mM NaCl on ice). Capsids can normally be stored under conditions where they are metastable because of the hysteresis to disassembly (24). For example, in 150 mM NaCl at 21°C, at least 10 μM dimer is needed to support assembly (23); 4 μM dimer does not assemble, yet 4 μM capsid remains largely intact (Fig. 4B). In all cases, the presence of excess HAP-1 (10 μM) decreased the amount of free dimer and capsid observed by SEC, whereas the amount of material eluting in the void volume increased. In contrast to assembly reactions with HAP-1, where we observed a broad product peak (Fig. 2B), reactions where HAP-1 was incubated with capsid showed distinct “void” and “capsid” peaks (Fig. 4).

The loss of dimer and capsid and the formation of “void” peaks are illustrated in Fig. 3. HAP-1 can increase the extent of assembly and alters assembly products. Assembly reactions performed as described in the legend of Fig. 2 were subjected to SEC after reaching equilibrium (≈24 h). (A) Representative chromatograms are shown. (B) Data from assembly reactions performed in triplicate are summarized. At higher HAP-1 concentrations, the amount of dimer progressively decreased, and the average size and amount of the assembly products increased (A inset). At low [HAP], no change in free dimer concentration was observed. (C) Electron micrographs show an increase in the proportion of misshapen particles with increasing [HAP-1]. Assembly reactions for EM were performed at 21°C and contained 5 μM Cp149 and 0.5 M NaCl; each micrograph is labeled with the respective [HAP-1] (in micromolar).

Fig. 3. HAP-1 can increase the extent of assembly and alters assembly products. Assembly reactions performed as described in the legend of Fig. 2 were subjected to SEC after reaching equilibrium (≈24 h). (A) Representative chromatograms are shown. (B) Data from assembly reactions performed in triplicate are summarized. At higher HAP-1 concentrations, the amount of dimer progressively decreased, and the average size and amount of the assembly products increased (A inset). At low [HAP], no change in free dimer concentration was observed. (C) Electron micrographs show an increase in the proportion of misshapen particles with increasing [HAP-1]. Assembly reactions for EM were performed at 21°C and contained 5 μM Cp149 and 0.5 M NaCl; each micrograph is labeled with the respective [HAP-1] (in micromolar).

Fig. 4. HAP-1 destabilizes metastable capsids and leads to aberrant structures. Purified capsid (4 μM Cp149 dimer) was incubated at either 21°C or on ice for 5 days at either 150 mM or 500 mM NaCl and with or without 10 μM HAP-1. As a control, 4 μM Cp dimer was incubated at 150 mM NaCl on ice with or without 10 μM HAP-1. (A) SEC showed that Cp segregates into distinct void and capsid peaks after incubation with HAP-1. Representative chromatograms are shown (offset vertically for clarity). (B) Summary of SEC data, as above (see the supporting information for data at 24 h). HAP-1 destabilizes the metastable capsids either by extracting Cp dimers during breathing or from the free dimer pool (24), resulting in polymers eluting in the void volume.

To test whether the changes in assembly were due to interaction of HAP-1 with capsid (27) or dimer (29), we examined the effect of the drug on capsid. HAP-1 was mixed with purified capsids under capsid-stabilizing conditions (500 mM NaCl at 21°C), metastable conditions (150 mM NaCl at 21°C), and capsid-destabilizing conditions (150 mM NaCl on ice). Capsids can normally be stored under conditions where they are metastable because of the hysteresis to disassembly (24). For example, in 150 mM NaCl at 21°C, at least 10 μM dimer is needed to support assembly (23). 4 μM dimer does not assemble, yet 4 μM capsid remains largely intact (Fig. 4B). In all cases, the presence of excess HAP-1 (10 μM) decreased the amount of free dimer and capsid observed by SEC, whereas the amount of material eluting in the void volume increased. In contrast to assembly reactions with HAP-1, where we observed a broad product peak (Fig. 2B), reactions where HAP-1 was incubated with capsid showed distinct “void” and “capsid” peaks (Fig. 4).
material was particularly pronounced at lower [NaCl] or temperature, where capsid stability is reduced (23). Dimer was originally included in these experiments as a control; dimer does not assemble at 4°C and low ionic strength (Fig. 4B). When starting with dimer and high [HAP-1], the majority of the protein is assembled and eluted in the void peak after 24 and 120 h (Fig. 4 and the supporting information). Starting with capsid under the same conditions, void and capsid peaks were of almost equal height. In contrast, at higher temperature and [NaCl], conditions that enhance capsid stability, more material was retained in the capsid peak. These results lead us to generalize that HAP-1 enhances aberrant assembly. Furthermore, where capsids are less stable, they will be more sensitive to HAP-1.

HAP-1 Induces the Formation of Structures with Hexameric Repeats. HAP-1 had its most striking effect on free dimer on ice (Figs. 4 and 5). EM revealed large structures that were either sheets or tubes of protein (Fig. 5). These polymers were as long as 1,200 Å and up to 600-Å wide. Their crumpled appearance may be due to staining and drying during EM sample preparation.

Striations in these polymers suggested regular structure. Fourier analysis of selected sheet or tube-like areas showed a hexagonal pattern of peaks at a spacing of 45–49 Å from the origin (Fig. 5 Inset). Thus, we concluded that the structures formed by dimer in the presence of HAP-1 must be composed mainly of hexamers. We were able to recapitulate this Fourier transform in a model study by using rectangular “dimers” arrayed in planar space group p6 (see the supporting information). Taken together, these results indicate that Cp149 dimers formed hexagonally ordered lattices. Similarly, the spacing between quasi-sixfold axes in the HBV capsid structure is ~90 Å (16).

It was not possible to generate a sheet from hexamers of dimers extracted from the crystal structure of a T = 4 capsid (16), because the curvature of this structure results in clashes between subunits (see the supporting information). Using symmetry as the only constraint, we modeled flat hexameric sheets by placing either a monomer or dimer into the asymmetric unit of plane group p6 or p3, respectively. The residues involved in interactions around the sixfold (or quasi-sixfold in p3) maintained many features observed in the T = 4 quasi-sixfold axes (16). The rms deviation between α-carbons from a modeled dimer and the original AB dimer was small (1.3 Å), about the same rms deviation as between T = 4 quasi-equivalent dimers. The planar structures required modest movements of the C-terminal loop and extended structure (residues 128–142; Fig. 6A). A schematic of Cp assembly products without and with HAP. Small amounts of HAP-1 were tolerated in capsids with apparently normal morphology. Larger amounts of HAP-1 led to aberrant structures that contained larger fractions of hexameric capsomers. Dimers without HAP-1 are filled with gray and black; dimers with bound HAP-1 are white.

Discussion

HAP-1 Acts as an Allosteric Effector for Cp Assembly. HAP-1 enhanced the rate of assembly of HBV Cp and promoted assembly under otherwise nonpermissive conditions. We conclude that HAP-1 activates Cp dimers for assembly; thus, HAP-1 behaves like an allosteric activator. We proposed that the dimer must undergo a conformational change from an assembly-inactive to an assembly-active state based on thermodynamic considerations and the fact that unassembled dimer can be distinguished from capsids (and assembly intermediates) by antibodies recog-
nizing the same amino acid sequence (23, 25, 26). We propose that HAP compounds promote a similar conformational change.

In many respects, low concentrations of HAP-1 and Zn\(^{2+}\) have similar effects (26). Low [Zn\(^{2+}\)] led to accelerated assembly without changing the equilibrium, and high [Zn\(^{2+}\)] led to persistence of intermediates due to kinetic trapping. Kinetic simulations suggested that the metal had its greatest effect on nucleation: high [Zn\(^{2+}\)] induced too many nuclei, inducing kinetic traps. High [HAP-1] led to aberrant assembly, whereas lower HAP-1 increased the rate of capsid production and dimer consumption but also yielded a stable population of intermediates that rapidly accumulate and persist for at least 24 h. These intermediates are true intermediates, rather than “dead ends,” because the rate at which capsid appears increases with intermediate concentration. Species not involved in assembly would act as a “sink” for dimer and reduce the rate of capsid accumulation.

Deres et al. (27) reported that the IC\(_{50}\) and the K\(_a\) of BAY 39-5493, another HAP, for capsid were very similar (30 nM), suggesting that the biological effect is exerted at substoichiometric concentrations. Reduced secretion of mature virus in tissue culture was reported with treatment using low [BAY 39-5493] (less than the K\(_a\) of drug for capsid), whereas a significant reduction of total Cp levels required higher drug concentrations (27). At low HAP-1, apparently normal capsids were assembled more rapidly in vitro; large-scale misdirection of assembly required considerably higher drug concentrations. The pure active isomer of BAY41-4109 shows similar activity to racemic HAP-1 in our in vitro assays, but at one-fifth the concentration (data not shown). Thus, simply deregulating the rate of assembly may be sufficient to reduce the production of normal virus particles. Similarly, F97L, a common, naturally occurring mutant associated with replication defects and secretion of immature virus particles in some cell lines (42), increased rates and extents of assembly in vitro (25).

Enhanced assembly kinetics observed at lower drug concentrations may perturb assembly by inducing assembly inappropriately: e.g., by disrupting the coordination of capsid assembly and polymerase and/or pregenome recruitment or by altering maturation. In vitro, higher [HAP] leads to altered assembly products. Proteosomal destruction of Cp at higher [HAP] decreases total Cp (27) by destroying Cp oligomers or assembly-activated Cp, which we would expect to have exposed hydrophobic surfaces (23).

HAP-1 Can Act as a Morphological Switch. Small amounts of HAP-1 do not result in unusual morphology. At low concentrations, HAP-bound Cp may fit correctly or be tolerated as a minor defect in a globally stable lattice (11, 40, 43). Misdirected assembly of Cp was prevalent at higher [HAP-1], leading to a better understanding of the HAP mechanism. The presence of drug favors the formation of hexamers; sheets and tubes can be constructed exclusively of hexamers. Extra hexamers in a capsid would necessarily break icosahedral symmetry: Balloon-like particles observed at intermediate HAP-1 concentrations may perturb assembly by inducing assembly inappropriately: e.g., by disrupting the coordination of capsid assembly and polymerase and/or pregenome recruitment or by altering maturation. In vitro, higher [HAP] leads to altered assembly products. Proteosomal destruction of Cp at higher [HAP] decreases total Cp (27) by destroying Cp oligomers or assembly-activated Cp, which we would expect to have exposed hydrophobic surfaces (23).

Although an effective vaccine exists, worldwide, there are still many individuals with chronic HBV infections. We have shown that a new class of drugs acts by deregulating capsid assembly. In vitro, high HAP-1 concentration leads to the formation of aberrant structures, whereas substoichiometric [HAP-1] can induce assembly under conditions where assembly would not normally occur. In vivo, both mechanisms would be expected to deplete the pool of Cp available for virion assembly. Additionally, such drugs can destabilize preformed capsids and thus could
be used to treat blood and blood products to reduce the threat of transmission of HBV.
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